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Abstract - The goal of the control technique is to generate

structure control, adaptive manage, self-tuning manage,
powerful and intelligent manage had been utilized in LFC
obstacle.

and supply power in an interconnected system as economically
and reliably as feasible at the same time maintaining the
voltage and frequency inside permissible limits. In this record
the large discussion were made on load frequency control. The
survey includes the detail discussion of multi-subject power
system and distinctive control method that is the control
techniques of traditional power procedure and soft computing
methods which can be used in load frequency control
approach.

The additional study in this field has been applied by the use
of various soft computing methods such as artificial neural
internet-work (ANN), fuzzy common sense, neuro-fuzzy,
neuro-genetic and so on. To deal with the difficulties in the
design because of non-linearity in more than a few
segregated add-ons of the controller. The controller
parameters plays a crucial function for its efficiency,
accordingly it will have to be tuned thoroughly with suitable
optimization procedures. In this context, the application of
genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO),
simulated annealing (SA) and so on. Is exploited to handle
the optimization goal. Because of non-linearity within the
power system manage through various powerful manipulate
methods such as Riccati equation, H∞, m-synthesis, potent
pole venture, loop shaping, linear matrix inequality (LMI).

Key Words: Load Frequency Control (LFC), Power
System, Load, Area, Control etc.

1. INTRODUCTION
Load–frequency manipulate (LFC) is of value in electrical
power system design and operation. The target of the LFC in
an interconnected energy approach is to keep the frequency
of every area within limits and to hold tie-line power flows
inside some pre-specified tolerances by way of adjusting the
MW outputs of the mills with the intention to accommodate
fluctuating load needs. A good designed and operated power
approach need to deal with adjustments within the load and
with procedure disturbances, and it must furnish proper
excessive power first-class even as keeping each and every
voltage and frequency are within the tolerance limits.

1.1 CONTROL TECHNIQUES
A lot of control techniques are proposed by the researches in
there pioneer work to design LFC controllers. The
controllers are based on:
1.
2.
3.

Subjected to any disturbance, the nominal working point of a
power system alterations from its pre-certain price. Thus the
deviation happens in regards to the running factor
comparable to nominal method frequency, scheduled power
alternate to the other areas which is undesirable.

|

Impact Factor value: 4.45

controlling

Soft computing techniques/Artificial intelligence (AI)
techniques
1. Fuzzy logic based techniques
2. Neural network based techniques
3. Genetic Algorithm based techniques
4. Particle Swarm based techniques

The LFC issues were tackled via so many researchers in
different time by the use of AGC regulator, excitation
controller design and manipulate performance with admire
to parameter version/uncertainties and one of a kind load
characteristics. Because the configuration of the trendy
power approach is so difficult, the oscillation incurred
subjected to any disturbance might could spread to broad
areas main to approach black out. In this context, develop
control methodology such as optimal control, variable
© 2016, IRJET

Classical control techniques
LQR based controlling techniques
Proportional, Derivative, Integral
techniques

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Menaa, M. ; Hasni, M. [1] illustrated that In an
interconnected multi-region power system, as a power load
request fluctuates arbitrarily, on account of any little sudden
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load change in any of the ranges, both area frequency and
tie-line power stream trade additionally shift. The
fundamental objectives of Load Frequency Control (LFC) are,
to hold the frequency and the wanted power yield in the
interconnected power system at the planned qualities and to
control the adjustment in the tie-line power stream between
control ranges.

Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and
Bacterial Foraging Optimization (BFO) routines, and the
capacity of the proposed calculation to take care of burden
recurrence control issues under various aggravations is
affirmed.
El Kouba Yakine, Menaa,Hasni. Boudour [5] illustrated
that in this paper the ideal tuning of the ProportionalIntegral-Derivation (PID) controller for both Load Frequency
Control (LFC) and Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) of
two-range interconnected power system utilizing Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) calculation. The dynamic and
receptive forces are controlled independently. The LFC loop
controls the frequency and dynamic force and the AVR circle
alters the voltage and receptive force. So as to dissect the
framework recurrence, the tie line power stream, and the
system voltage, the two-range interconnected power system
is mimicked for a stage load aggravation in Area-1.

Karun, D. Sindhu, T.K. [2] found that with the continually
expanding interest for force, ordinary vitality sources alone
can't be relied on for power generation. Disseminated
renewable vitality power system are recognized as a suitable
option. However the irregular way of these sources builds
the frequency deviations which encourage add to the
deviations brought on by burden varieties. Consequently it is
an essential to keep the system frequency consistent. By
actualizing Load-freqency control (LFC), the frequency
deviations can be constrained. The principle point of the LFC
in an interconnected force framework is to keep the
frequency deviations in the control ranges inside of the preindicated limits and to keep up tie-line power streams inside
of as far as possible while obliging fluctuating burden
requests.

Sreedhar. Allu. [6] observed that a single area power
system is considered to investigate the better performance
of the fractional order PID (FOPID) controller compared to
PID by using root locus technique. And in the next step, the
study is extended to a three area or multi area thermal
power system with non-linearity of Generation Rate
Constraint (GRC).(FOPID) controller is used to improve the
dynamic response of the system and the improved values are
tuned by using (BFOA) employing Integral Time multiplied
Absolute Error as an objective function. Then finally, the
robustness of proposed controller is investigated by
introducing Transport Delay (TD).

Ravi B Kumar [3] observed that the parameters of PID
controller and inclination coefficient for Load Frequency
Control (LFC) are outlined utilizing another methodology. In
the proposed technique, the power system instabilities and
nonlinear impediments of governors and turbines, i.e. Valve
Speed Limit (VSL) and Generation Rate Constraint (GRC), are
considered in planning. Varieties of indeterminate
parameters are considered between - 40% and +40% of
ostensible qualities with 5% stage to outline the proposed
PID controller, another target capacity is characterized.
MATLAB codes are produced for GA based PID controller
tuning, the aftereffects of which are utilized to think about
the system step reaction. All these are through in Simulink
based foundation.

J .Syaamala, I.E.S. Naidu [7] observed that Automatic
Generation Control (AGC) or Load Frequency Control is a
very important issue in power system. AGC is a feedback
control system for maintaining a generator yields power to
remains defined frequency. One of the objectives of AGC is to
maintain the system frequency at desired value and in the
steady state performance of power system .An extended
power system can be divided into a number of load
frequency control areas interconnected by means of tie lines.
Without loss of generality one can consider a three- area
case connected by tie line. Here we are considering system,
which is integration of two thermal power systems with
hydro power system..

Yaikine Kouba [4] presented that the portrays a use of
Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) to load frequency control (LFC)
in single, two and multi-zone interconnected power system.
And the proposed ABC calculation is utilized to get the ideal
estimations of the corresponding fundamental inference
(PID) controller parameters based load frequency control
(LFC). The primary capacity of the LFC loop is to control the
frequency and reactive power. The principle point of this
work is to smother every one of the vacillations of the
system because of the unsettling influence and get back the
frequency at ostensible worth. Keeping in mind the end goal
to break down the framework frequency and the tie-line
power stream with the changing of the load, the
reproduction is performed under load unsettling influences.
Reenactment results indicated great execution as far as
settling time and crest overshoot of the proposed approach
contrasted with the conventional Ziegler-Nichols, Genetics
© 2016, IRJET
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Kumari, N. Jha, A.N. [8] observed that the scientific
demonstrating of two area system with interconnected
warm power system has been done on the state space and an
ideal control system procedure known as Linear Quadratic
Regulator (LQR) alongside relative indispensable (PI)
controller is intended for the frequency reaction upgrade of
the system in this paper. The PI controller increases are
taken as the ideal state-input picks up alongside other state
variables of the system for AGC. The warm turbine for warm
area have been considered for the system. At the point when
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the load on the system changes the variety in the frequency
ought to be least for a framework with legitimately designed
automatic era control. To upgrade the frequency reaction
against the heap changes, the ideal controller known as
Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) is tuned by effective
computationally keen procedure Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO).

model based predictive control is proposed for the solution
of LFC in multi area power system. The proposed control
scheme is designed to consider multivariable nature of LFC,
system uncertainly and generation rate constraint,
simultaneously. The results evaluations reveals that the
proposed control strategy offers satisfactory performance in
the presence of system constraint and provides robust
performance for an extensive range of system uncertainly.

Ruud,. H.B. ; Farnham, S.B [9] illustrated that In an
interconnected force framework, load changes of adequate
size to influence framework frequency are regularly shared
by every one of the generators on the system in extent to
their evaluations and the qualities of their governors. This
innate sharing of burden changes is exceptionally alluring in
the larger part of cases. It might, notwithstanding, exhibit an
issue in a couple occurrences if a portion of the generators
are remote geologically and electrically from that part of the
system which incorporates a substantial fluctuating load. In
such cases it would infrequently be best if the load changes
could be restricted in entire or to a limited extent to the
parallel generators, along these lines diminishing the rest of
the system from responding to far off load vacillations. This
circumstance might get to be intense on account of systems
interconnected through long tie lines, where unexpected
load changes in either system result in vast exchanges of
synchronizing force through the interconnecting ties.

Muhammad Zamee Ahsan, Dipankar Mitra, Sadaf Yusuf
Tahhan [14] observed that in industry or any area
increasing load is a vast problem for power generation
plants due to increase in demand for power. So making
balance between generation and demand is the operating
principle of load frequency control . The reliable operation of
a large interconnected power system necessarily requires an
AGC. The objective of AGC is to regulate the power outputs of
generators within a specified area in response to change in
the system frequenc,tie line power , so as to maintain the
scheduled system frequency and power interchange in the
other are within the prescribed limits. This paper presents
the use of PI controller and artificial intelligence to study the
load frequency control of interconnected power system.
Hao Huang , Fangxing Li [15] found that the keen power
system activity prompts developing hobbies sought after
reactions and the load models, particularly the frequency
delicate loads, for example, engines. The reason is that highinfiltration controllable burden might have considerable
effect on system frequency reaction (SFR). Be that as it may,
the impact of the frequency related burden damping
coefficient is still not totally caught on. This paper explores
the impact of frequency touchy load on system frequency
utilizing ordinary SFR model. Theoretic examinations taking
into account exchange capacities demonstrate that the
frequency deviation under a different load-damping
coefficient is generally little and limited when the force
system is basically steady; while the frequency deviation can
be quickened when a force system is precarious after
aggravation.Further, the mistake in assessing the load
frequency coefficient gives the biggest effect to frequency
deviation comfortable time when the biggest frequency
plunge happens.

LC Saikia [10] observed that the extra degree-of freedom
drops the effect of undesirable posts of the unsettling
influence, enhancing the aggravation lessening execution of
system having shut circle. FA is utilized as a part of control of
the freqency in CCGT plant for controller increase
enhancement in the paper. Likewise Performance of
customary controllers I, PI, PID and in addition ID are
additionally analyzed.
DG Padhan S Majhi [11] observed that the tuning technique
is utilized to model PID load frequency controller implied for
power systems alongside transfer based acknowledgment
strategy is considered for estimation of flow of the power
system. Strength examinations on dependability and in
addition execution are given in connection to vulnerabilities
in parameters of the plant and it is seen that all in all the
system remains asymptotically relentless for every encased
uncertainty not withstanding motions in the system.

Usman Adil BP Divakar [16] observed that a great deal of
work has been done identified with automatic load
frequency control in power systems. Load variations offer
ascent or rise to floats (drifts) in frequency alongside voltage
considerable in lessening generation in view of line tripping
and also power outages. These variations are reduced by
AGC that constitutes of two areas specifically LFC and AVR.
In the paper simulation examination is administered to
understand operation of LFC by rising models in SIMULINK
that knows the standards and different difficulties
identifying with LFC.

E.S.Ali, S.M. Abd-Elazim [12] observed that an application
application of the novel artificial intelligent search technique
to find the parameters optimization of nonlinear load
frequency controller considering PID for a power system. A
two area non reheat thermal system is considered to be
equipped with PID controller. BFOA is employed to search
for optimal controller parameters to minimize the time
domain objective function.
TH Mohammad [13] analysed that A robust multivariable
© 2016, IRJET
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Vijay R. [18] explored that Bacterial Foraging improvement
(BFO) is a swarm insight procedure used to tackle issue in
force frameworks. The calculation depends on the gathering
scrounging conduct of Escherichia coli (E-Coli) microbes
present in human digestive tract. This social rummaging
conduct of E.coli microscopic organisms has been utilized to
take care of improvement issues. In this paper, an outline of
the science of bacterial rummaging and the pseudo-code that
models this procedure additionally clarified. This paper
introduces a novel BFO to tackle Economic Load Dispatch
(ELD) issues. The outcomes are gotten for a test framework
with three and thirteen producing units. In this paper the
execution of the BFO is contrasted and Genetic Algorithm
(GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). The outcomes
obviously demonstrate that the proposed system gives
better ideal arrangement when contrasted with alternate
routines.

inetia constant, reheat time constant system loading
condition and size.

E.S.Ali, S.M.Abd-Elazim [19] observed that the social
foraging behavior of Escherichia coil bacteria has recently
been explored to develop a novel algorithm for distributed
optimization and control. The bfoa based load frequency
control for the suppression of oscillation in power system .A
two area non reheat thermal system is considered to be
equipped with PI controllers.BFOA is employed to search for
optimal controller parameters by minimizing the time
domain objective function. The performance of the proposed
controller has been evaluated with the performance of the
conventional PI controller tuned by genatic algorithm in
order to demonstrate the superior efficiency of the proposed
bfoa in tuning PI controller.

H.Bevrani, Y.Mitani and K.Tsuji [24] observed that the PI
controller parameters got from routine or experimentation
techniques can't have sensible dynamical represent
expansive variations of working circumstances and changes
in load in \multi-area power system. To solve this trouble,
decentralized LFC combination is created as an H-∞ control
issue in addition to worked out by method for iterative
linear matrix disparities algorithmic guideline to style
durable PI controllers in multi-area power systems as
appeared in [29].

Sheik, M.R.I. Muyeen, S.M. ; Takahashi, R. [23] observed
that superconducting attractive vitality stockpiling unit with
a self-commutated converter is equipped for controlling both
the active and reactive power at the same time and rapidly,
expanding consideration has been engaged as of late on
power system adjustment by SMES control. In this study, a
self-tuning control plan for SMES is proposed and connected
to control (AGC) in power system. The impacts of the self
tuning design with fluffy relative fundamental controller
(FPIC) in AGC on SMES control for the change of load
frequency control (LFC) is contrasted and that of PI
controlled AGC. The adequacy the SMES control technique is
explored when Area Control Error (ACE) is utilized as the
control information to SMES.

Fujita. ; Shirai. ; Yokoyama [25] discussed that LFC with
HVDC (high voltage DC transmission framework). In this
way, AGC (programmed era control) has been centered
around financial dispatch control and stack frequency
control; especially the latter is generally on frequency
adjustment for AC- join system systems. In any case, the up
and coming force hardware based HVDC transmission
system offers new viewpoints for the change of recurrence
control. Since DC-interconnection gives a sufficient force
trade, lessening of recurrence deviations for both systems is
accomplished if the control increase is tuned legitimately.

Wen Tan [20] observed that a brought together PID tuning
system subject to two-level of-flexibility for LFC of power
system is talked about. Likewise time domain in addition to
robustness of important PID controller is related to two
regulation limitations and additionally its strength is
examined. Results indicate change in damping of power
system.
Alomoush, M.I [21] illustrated that the Bacterial Foraging
(BF) advancement calculation mimics the scavenging
conduct of Escherichia coli (E. coli) microscopic organisms
that exist in human digestive tract, whose scavenging
propensity is demonstrated as a disseminated optimization
process. This paper applies the BF calculation to outline ideal
controllers of a solitary machine-unending transport (SMIB)
framework furnished with an interline power stream
controller (IPFC).
J.Nanda, S.Mishra and L.C.Saikia [22] examined that thethe
effective application of BFOA to optimize several important
parameters in AGC of interconnected three unequal area.
Sensitivity analyses is carried out which demonstrates the
robustness of the optimized parameters to wide change in

© 2016, IRJET
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Fosha CE, Elgerd Ol [26] analysed that the development of
state variable model of the megawatt frequency control
problem of multi area electric energy system. The model is in
a mathematical form necessary for application of theorem of
modem optimal control theory.
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OBJECTIVE

METHODOLOGY USED

1

Menaa, M. ; Hasni, M. Date
of publication: May 2015

In an interconnected multi-region power
system, as a power load request fluctuates
arbitrarily,

Particle swarm
optimization

2

Karun, D. Sindhu, T.K.
Date of publication: June
2015

With the continually expanding interest for
force, ordinary vitality sources alone can't
be relied on for power generation.

Fuzzy logic based

3

B Ravi Kumar Date of
publication: May 2015

The parameters of PID controller and
inclination coefficient for Load Frequency
Control (LFC)

PID Controller

4

E.S.Ali, S.M.Abd-Elazim
Date of publication: 2015

the social foraging behavior of Escherichia
coil bacteria has recently been explored to
develop a novel algorithm for distributed
optimization and control.

Differential Evolution
Technique

5

Yakine Kouba Date of
publication: May 2015

The portrays a use of Artificial Bee Colony
(ABC) to load frequency control (LFC) in
single, two and multi-zone interconnected
power system.

hybrid bacterial foraging
and particle swarm
optimization

6

El Yakine Kouba,
Menaa,Hasni. Boudour
Date of publication: May
2015
TH Mohammad Date of
publication: May 2015

this paper the ideal tuning of the
Proportional-Integral-Derivation (PID)
controller

PID with PSO

A robust multivariable model based
predictive control is proposed for the
solution of LFC in multi area power system.

Coefficient Diagram
Method

8

Sreedhar Allu. Date of
publication: 2015

a single area power system is considered to
investigate the better performance of the
fractional order PID (FOPID) controller

Novel Hybrid GWO-BFO

9

J .Syamala, I.E.S. Naidu
Date of publication:
March-April 2015

Automatic Generation Control (AGC) or
Load Frequency Control is a very important
issue in power system.

PI, PID, and Fuzzy Logic
Controlling Techniques

10

E.S.Ali, S.M. Abd-Elazim
Date of publication: 2014

An application application of the novel
artificial intelligent search technique

Differential Evolution
Technique

11

Alomoush, M.I Date of
publication: Nov – Dec.
2014

The Bacterial Foraging (BF) advancement
calculation mimics the scavenging conduct
of Escherichia coli (E. coli) microscopic
organisms

fractional-order
controllers

12

J.Nanda, S.Mishra and
L.C.Saikia Date of
publication: March 2014

The effective application of BFOA to
optimize several important parameters in
AGC of interconnected three unequal area.

Particle Swarm
Optimization and
Gradient Descent
Methods

13

R. Vijay Date of
publication: 2014

Bacterial Foraging improvement (BFO) is a
swarm insight procedure used to tackle
issue in force frameworks.

Soft Computing
Techniques and FACTS
Devices

7
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14

Adil Usman BP Divakar
Date of publication: May
2014

a great deal of work has been done
identified with automatic load frequency
control in power systems.

Simulation Study
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Kumari, N. Jha, A.N. Date
of publication: Dec. 2014

that the scientific demonstrating of two area
system with interconnected warm power
system has been done

PSO based LQR

16

Ruud, H.B. ; Farnham, S.B
Date of publication: MayJune 2013

In an interconnected force framework, load
changes of adequate size to influence
framework frequency

A New Automatic Load
Control for Turbine
Generators

17

LC Saikia Date of
publication: sep 2013

the extra degree-of freedom drops the effect
of undesirable posts

PID plus second order
derivative controller

18

Muhammad Ahsan
Zamee, Dipankar Mitra,
Sadaf Yusuf Tahhan Date
of publication: 2013

that in industry or any area increasing load
is a vast problem for power generation
plants due to increase in demand for power.

conventional pi and
fuzzy logic controller

19

Hao Huang , Fangxing Li
Date of publication: Nov.
2013

the keen power system activity prompts
developing hobbies sought after reactions
and the load models, particularly the
frequency delicate loads

Sensitivity Analysis

20

Fosha CE, Elgerd Ol Date
of publication: December
2012

that the development of state variable
model of the megawatt frequency control
problem of multi area electric energy
system.

Classical Controller

21

DG Padhan S Majhi Date
of publication: 2012

The tuning technique is utilized to model
PID load frequency controller

PID load frequency
controller

22

Wen Tan Date of
publication: Feb. 2010

A brought together PID tuning system
subject to two-level of-flexibility for LFC of
power system

Unified Tuning of PID

23

Sheik, M.R.I. Muyeen, S.M.
; Takahashi, R. Date of
publication: Dec. 2008

The superconducting attractive vitality
stockpiling unit with a self-commutated
converter

fuzzy gain scheduled
SMES unit

24

H.Bevrani, Y.Mitani and
K.Tsuji Date of
publication :July 2003

The PI controller parameters got from
routine or experimentation techniques

Iterative linear matrix
inequalities algorithm

25

Fujita. ; Shirai. ;
Yokoyama Date of
publication: Oct. 2002

LFC with HVDC (high voltage DC
transmission framework).

H-inf Control with
Observer Theory
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3. CONCLUSIONS

(8) Kumari, N. Jha, A.N. Frequency control of multi-area
power system network using PSO based LQR Published in:
Power India International Publication (PIICON), 2014 6th
IEEE Date of Publication: 5-7 Dec. 2014Page(s): 1 – 6.

This paper discusses about the researches were done on
Load Frequency Control (LFC) which gives an overview of
issues in LFC and control system design concepts were
Followed by discussion about different methods for load
frequency control like classical models and modern control
concepts. In modern concepts different optimal LFC schemes
and intelligent LFC schemes are discussed. Intelligent control
techniques with different optimization algorithms may give
better results for Load frequency Control.

(9) Ruud, H.B. ; Farnham, S.B. A New Automatic Load Control
for Turbine Generators Published in:
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Transactions of
the (Volume:68 , Issue: 2 ) 2013 Page(s):1337 – 1342
publisher IEEE.
(10) LC Saikia “Automatic Generation Control of a combined
cycle gas turbine plant with classical controllers using firefly
algorithm”, International Journal of Electrical Power and
Energy Systems, vol.53, pp. 27-33, 2013.
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